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Listener Q + A
Listener Comment - Cracks in America
Shalom, I just listened to Cracks in America and wanted to thank you for getting this
message out there!! I also wanted to share something ....which I thought was very interesting.
It just happens that during this earthquake and Irene, our Torah portion is Re'eh (See) who is
Yah, who is in control of this nation and the world and the Haftorah reading ends with Isa
55:5(555)!! "This is surely the hand writing on the wall". My prayers are with you and many
blessings to the both of you.
Listener Comment - candidacy of ...globalists
After listening to your recent "Cracks in America" broadcast, and especially in light of some
of the disturbing things I heard on the show about such formerly revered figures like Ben
Franklin, I had a question about one of the current presidential candidates and if you know
anything about him. Since you're located in Texas I thought you might have some insight into
the candidacy of Rick Perry. On the surface he seems like a great candidate...he's a professing
Christian, he espouses conservative financial policy and appears to take pro-life, Godly
positions on many subjects. Of course, I have also heard from detractors that he is not all he
seems. I only know what I see and was hoping you might have an opinion on this.
Tsiyon Answer - candidacy of ...globalists
I should start by saying I personally am non-political. I never vote. I see the so-called
"democratic" system in America as a farce, especially at the presidential level. The only choice
voters get is between globalists, regardless of their rhetoric. It's all theater designed to occupy
the people with the false hope that, if they just "elect" the right president, we will finally get a
truly representative government. Hope springs eternal and most Americans just keep falling
for this, despite the long string of globalist politicians, left and right, who have led us into the
mess we are all facing today.
Rick Perry is a good example of this. He looks great, sounds great to conservatives, but is, in
fact, a globalist.
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Here is a portion of an article from infowars.com, which was entitled Bilderberg-Approved
The Post-Diluvian Rebellion
Perry Set to Become Presidential Frontrunner.
#267
The Rebel #266
Texas Governor Perry, a protégé of Karl Rove, is very good at acting like a
From One Blood #265
down-home populist, but that’s all it is – an act. Perry is George W. Bush 2.0.
Curse of Canaan #264
The Whole Creation Groans #263
While spewing Tea Party-style rhetoric about secession, shooting coyotes and
After the Deluge #262
courting the favor of Christian evangelicals, behind closed doors Perry has
been quietly selling out Texas to globalist interests, auctioning off highways to
foreign companies to turn them into profit-driven toll roads.
“Speculation that Perry is the Bilderberg group’s ace card was prompted by the
current political climate, which can largely be gleaned from the fact that Perry
is a longtime, unwavering supporter of the NAFTA Superhighway and related
infrastructure projects,” wrote AFP’s Jim Tucker earlier this month. “These
pave the way for the Bilderberg-supported North American Union (NAU)
proposal that would merge the U.S., Canada and Mexico.”
Perry has also given enthusiastic support to former Mexican President Vicente
Fox’s efforts to turn Texas into a sanctuary state for illegal immigrants. He also
aggressively promoted the Rockefeller Foundation-backed HPV vaccination
campaign in Texas that has led to deaths worldwide. David Rockefeller is a
prominent Bilderberger, attending each annual meeting with out fail.
Perry attended the June 2007 Bilderberg conference in Istanbul, Turkey, and in
doing so violated the Logan Act, a United States federal law that forbids
unauthorized citizens from negotiating with foreign governments.
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Look beyond the rhetoric and study what Perry has actually done in his role as
Governor – he’s the ultimate globalist – his every action illustrates how he’s the
diametric opposite to the image of the Tea Party populist that he attempts to
portray. That’s why he’s the perfect pick for the globalists, someone who can
suck in the trust of the American people only to stab them in the back upon
becoming president, just as Obama did before him.
This is the end of the age. America, as many of us have romanticized it in our minds, does not
exist. Nobody can save us now but Y'shua Messiah. That's why He alone has my vote.
Tsiyon Answer - The Jerusalem to Come
I rose up early this morning to hear you on Dr. Stan's program and thought I had heard it
before. It was such a blessing to hear it again. Since I have been keeping the Sabbath the
Father has opened so many doors that it would take me a long time to write all about it. But the
biggest and greatest door, by far, has been HIS Holy Word and I have walked through that door
to never again return to the place that I was before. But as I was listening I was captivated by
the speaking of Petra. I have heard you speak of it before. i know its an ancient city in modern
Jordan. As Webster's says, but I have never been to the Holy Land and never will be unless the
Lord works a miracle which HE certainly could do. However, as I came before the Father this
Sabbath morning the Holy Spirit prompted me to turn to Jeremiah 20, but verse 2 caught my
eye, where Pashhur, "the chief officer in the house of the Lord," my New American Standard
Bible says, had beaten Jeremiah, the prophet. There was a cross reference at v2 so I went to
Zech 14:10 and read 9-10 and wondered where that location is today on the map. That is my
question. Where is the Benjamin Gate to the kings wine presses? For verse 11 says, "people
will live in it and there will be no more curse, for Jerusalem will dwell in security." This
location seems so important.
Listener Comment - The Jerusalem to Come
It's nice to know Dr. Stan is still using the programs we made together. Thanks for letting me
know about that. Now, about your question:
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Zechariah 14 is a prophecy declaring the state of Jerusalem at the turn of this age into the age
to come. The chapter describes the final battle in which armies of all the nations will come
against Jerusalem. Jerusalem would not survive, except that the Lord comes, to rescue those of
His people then trapped in Jerusalem under siege, in an amazing way. He will bring a terrible
destruction on the enemies of Jerusalem, while rescuing His people. As a result of this final
war "YHWH will be king over all the earth." This is at the commencement of the Millennial
Reign of Messiah.
After detailing these events Zechariah describes Jerusalem as it shall be then, saying;
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While Supplies Last...

All the land will be changed into a plain from Geba to Rimmon south of
Jerusalem; but Jerusalem will rise and remain on its site from Benjamin's Gate
as far as the place of the First Gate to the Corner Gate, and from the Tower of
Hananel to the king's wine presses. People will live in it, and there will no
longer be a curse, for Jerusalem will dwell in security. Zech 14:10-11
Presently Jerusalem is located in a large mountainous region. This is describing a change in
that day in which all the mountainous areas around Jerusalem will be made a plain, while
Jerusalem will be lifted up even higher in relation to the surrounding area. The space that City
will then occupy is given according to landmarks known to the people of Zechariah's day, as
follows:
"from Benjamin's gate unto the place of the first gate; ..this is that which led out
of the city, and was one of its gates towards the land of Benjamin, from whence
it had its name, and through which Jeremiah attempted to go when he was
stopped by the captain of the ward, Jer_37:13 this, according to Grotius, was on
the north of Jerusalem ..Unto the corner gate; the gate of Benjamin, and the gate
of Ephraim, are the same, as is thought by Grotius; the distance between that
gate and the corner gate was four hundred cubits, 2Ki_14:13 ..and from the
tower of Hananeel unto the king's winepresses; mention is made of the tower of
Hananeel in Neh_3:1 it was to the south of Jerusalem ..Very probably these
places lay east, west, north, and south; and so denote the amplitude of the city.."
[John Gill's Exposition of the Entire Bible]

Be Prepared

The exact location of these landmarks can no longer be fixed with certainty. The idea
presented is that all of historic Jerusalem, to the east, west, north and south, will be included in
the City in that day, and will be inhabited, and the curse that has followed Jerusalem through
this age will not be upon Jerusalem in the age to come. Instead, Jerusalem will undergo a
complete and glorious restoration and will be highly exalted as the Capital City of the Great
King of all the Earth.
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From Eliyahu
The programs Tsiyon is producing about America right now are painful. Painful to make and
painful to listen to. As the old maxim says; "the truth hurts." This, of course, is why so many
turn their ears away from the truth. Many would rather believe a comfortable lie than the
painful truth. The flip-side of that coin is that only "the truth can set you free." Indeed, lies are
designed to enslave, and believing them, though more comfortable than the painful truth,
constrains us from living in real freedom. The truth, on the other hand, may be hard to listen
to, but it saves us from false hopes and from wasting our most precious resources on an empty
delusion. There is NOTHING of this world - not even America - that can stand up to the
relentless searchlight of truth. All of that will disappoint, because all of that is part of the world
system that is passing away. If we would be citizens of the righteous world - the Kingdom that is coming in, instead of citizens of the wicked world that is going out, then we must let go
of this world and embrace that world to come. That is why we are dedicated to telling you the
painful truth. And that is why you keep coming back to hear it.
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
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